Setting up the Aquarius Port-Bidet - English
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Lift the toilet seat and slide the pipe
attached to the spray arm through the seat
fixing posts.
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Next, attach the short pipe from the
Porta-Bidet to the long pipe attached to the
spray arm.
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Press the button to activate the pulsating
flow.

Charging
On first receiving your Aquarius Porta-Bidet, place on
charge for at least 12 hours. This will condition the
battery.
Place the charger connector into the charging point
on the underside of the Aquarius Porta-Bidet, marked
Charger.
Please note the unit will not operate when charging.
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Gently press down on the spray arm so the
soft suction cups fit firmly to the back of the
basin.
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Connect the control button to the
Porta-Bidet by inserting the 3.5mm jack to
the underside of the bidet.

Setting the spray arm pressure for your own comfort is
easy.
Simply set up the Aquarius Porta-Bidet in a normal
manner, then hold down the button on the control
unit and the Porta-Bidet will reset itself starting with a
light trickle. The water pressure will continue to rise.
Once your comfort level is reached, release the button
on the control unit.

Use it at home.

The Aquarius Porta-Bidet will now memorize this
setting for your future use.

Use it in a hotel whilst
on holiday.

Take it on camping trips.

SPRAY SETTING
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Connect the box and douche arm firstly by
attaching the small pipe into the
Porta-Bidet unit.
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WARRANTY DETAILS
The Aquarius Porta-Bidet has a 12
month return to base warranty.
Please see website for details:

Add a litre of water to the bidet’s reservoir
at your prefered temperature using the filler
jug provided.

www.aquariushygiene.com
If you have questions, please
contact our customer support line:

Use it on cruise ships.

Tel no. 0800 064 4454 (option 4)
Take it with you when
visting friends.

Or email us at:
PLEASE KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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support@aquariushygiene.com

